WORLD HISTORY II / DAY 4 CLASSWORK & HOMEWORK

NAME:

BLOCK:
- CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION -

WORLD WAR II & SOLDIERS:
TO WHAT EXTENT WERE SOLDIERS DEHUMANIZED DURING WORLD WAR II? WHY & HOW?
Pictured A Free French infantryman, native of the Chad colony, who was awarded the Croix de Guerre. Created and published c. 1942

SOURCE: Office of War Information. Overseas Picture Division. Washington Division; 1944. Library of Congress

LESSON OBJECTIVE
1.) IDENTIFY events that led to massive dehumanization of soldiers
2.) EXPLAIN how & why soldiers were dehumanized in WWII

PART I: DO NOW & DEBRIEF
DIRECTIONS: Respond to the prompt on the screen. As the mini-discussion continues, mark
down any notes that may add to your growing understanding
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PART II: HUMANS & OBJECTS
DIRECTIONS: Record & stem your response to the question below from the “human” circle in the center of the
page. Your response will serve as a checklist for a later part of this lesson.

WHAT SEPARATES A HUMAN FROM A MERE MACHINE OR OBJECT?
(i.e. what are the things that make humans, human?)

“HUMANNESS”
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PART III: THE HUMAN-NESS OF SOLDIERS
DIRECTIONS: Read the two letters from World War II
soldiers
DOCUMENT A: U.S. SOLDIER’S LETTER TO HOME
Dear Jackie,
This is the first letter I have ever written directly to
my little son and I am thrilled to know that you can read it
all by yourself. If you miss some of the words, I'm sure it
will be because I do not write very plainly. Mother will
help you in that case I am sure.
I was certainly glad to hear your voice over the long
distance telephone. It sounded as though I were right in
the living room with you. You sounded as though you
missed your daddy very much. I miss you too, more than anyone will ever know. It is too bad this
war could not have been delayed a few more years so that I could grow up again with you and do
with you all the things I planned to do when you were old enough to go to school.
I thought how nice it would be for me to come home early in the afternoon and play ball
with you, and go mountain climbing and see the trees, and brooks, and learn all about woodcraft,
hunting, fishing, swimming, and things like that. I suppose we must be brave and put these things
off for a little while.
When you are a little bigger you will know why your daddy is not home so much any more.
You know we have a big country and we have ideals as to how people should live and enjoy the
riches of it and how each is born with equal rights to life, freedom, and the pursuit of happiness.
Unfortunately, there are some countries in the world where they don't have these ideals, where a
boy cannot grow up to be what he wants to be with no limits on his opportunities to be a great
man, such as a great priest, statesman, doctor, soldier, business man etc.
Because there are people and countries who want to change our nation, its ideals, forms of
government, and way of life, we must leave our homes and families to fight. Fighting for the
defense of our country, ideals, homes, and honor is an honor and a duty which your daddy has to
do before he can come home to settle down with you and Mother. When it is done, he is coming
home to be with you always and forever. So wait just a little while longer. I am afraid it will be
more than the two weeks you told me on the phone.
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In the meantime, take good care of Mother. Be a good boy and grow up to be a good young
man. Study hard when you go to school. Be a leader in everything good in life. Be a good
Catholic, and you can't help being a good American. Play fair always. Strive to win but if you
must lose, lose like a gentleman and a good sportsman. Don't ever be a quitter either in sports or
in your business or profession when you grow up. Get all the education you can. Stay close to
Mother and follow her advice. Obey her in everything, no matter how you may at times disagree.
She knows what is best and will never let you down or lead you away from the right and
honorable things in life. If I don't get back, you will have to be Mother's protector because you
will be the only one she has. You must grow up to take my place as well as your own in her life
and heart.
Love your grandmother and granddad as long as they live. They too will never let you
down. Love your aunts and see them as often as you can. Last of all, don't ever forget your daddy.
Pray for him to come back and if it is God's will that he does not, be the kind of a boy and man
your daddy wants you to be.
Thanks for the nice sweater and
handkerchiefs and particularly for the note
and card. Write me very often and tell me
everything.
Kiss Mother for me every night.
Goodbye for now.
With all my love and devotion for Mother
and you,
Your daddy.
SOURCE: Lt. Commander John J. Shea, 1943. Shea was killed in action while rushing into the
USS Wasp to save fellow soldiers still aboard the bombarded ship. Shea’s son, Jack, went on to be
a distinguished professor of history at Boston College.
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DOCUMENT B: JAPANESE SOLDIER’S DIARY
“While eating the doughnuts, I lay down in the sand, and I pulled out the handbook my
father had bought for me and which was now all in pieces from a bomb fragment. As I looked at
the map of my homeland in the hndbook….I thought of going there,…..Right now, it has spiritual
meaning….a meaning that is 10 times its value by making me happy and by consoling me….
….Last evening, I received my first and possibly last mail from home. It appeared that they
haven't received my letters yet and are somewhat doubtful as to whether I'm still alive or not.
They learned that I was on New Georgia. They will really worry if the news of the enemy landing
on New Georgia is announced in the newspapers.”
SOURCE: Toshihiro Oura, 1943. Oura was a platoon leader in the Imperial Japanese Army's
15th Antiaircraft Field Defense Unit.

DOCUMENT C: RESEARCH U.S. SOLDIER BATTLEFIELD FIRING TENDENCIES
“The stunning fact is that less than 25% of U.S. soldiers carrying rifles in combat fired their
weapons. It is to be concluded that the fear of killing, rather than fear of being killed, was the
most common cause of battle failure.…At the vital moment, the soldier becomes a conscientious
objector.”
SOURCE: Samuel Lyman Atwood Marshall, Brigadier General S.L.A., U.S. Army, 1947. Men
Against Fire. Marshall was the official historian of the Central Pacific and European Theaters of
Operations of WWII. Marshall’s research has survived the test of time. Subsequent historical
studies of over one-hundred pre-WW II battles have corroborated Marshall’s observation that
most soldiers were unable to overcome their own aversion to killing another person.

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
Record your response in the space provided -

What do the provided documents reveal about the
potential “human-ness” of some soldiers in WWII?
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PART IV: TO WHAT EXTENT WERE SOLDIERS DEHUMANIZED?
DIRECTIONS: Read the brief excerpt on the Battle of Stalingrad & respond the following questions.
THE BATTLE OF STALINGRAD

Soviet soldier waving the Red Banner over the central plaza of Stalingrad in 1943.
DO THE MATH: 2,000,000 soldiers were killed from July, 1942 to February, 1943
What is a general average of soldiers killed per month?
What is a general average of soldiers killed per week?
What is a general average of soldiers killed per day?
What is a general average of soldiers killed per hour?
What is a general average of soldiers killed per minute?
In just this one battle of World War II, to what extent were soldiers likely dehumanized in World War II?
LESSER
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PART V: HOW & WHY WERE SOLDIERS DEHUMANIZED IN WORLD WAR II?
DIRECTIONS: Your job for this section of this lesson is to observe the documents and glean 2-3
reasons as to how & why soldiers were dehumanized in World War II. In other words, what are
you seeing in the provided documents that would help you explain how/why soldiers were
dehumanized in World War II?
DOCUMENT SET #1:
DOCUMENT A
I expect that the Battle of Britain is about to begin. Upon this battle depends the survival
of Christian civilization. Upon it depends our own British life, and the long continuity of our
institutions and our Empire. The whole fury and might of the enemy must very soon be turned
on us. Hitler knows that he will have to break us in this Island or lose the war. If we can stand up
to him, all Europe may be free and the life of the world may move forward into broad, sunlit
uplands. But if we fail, then the whole world, including the United States, including all that we
have known and cared for, will sink into the abyss of a new Dark Age made more sinister, and
perhaps more protracted, by the lights of perverted science. Let us therefore brace ourselves to
our duties, and so bear ourselves that, if the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a
thousand years, men will still say, "This was their finest hour."
SOURCE: Winston Churchill, June 18th, 1940. Churchill was the Prime Minister of England
upon the Nazi German invasion of England which began with the Battle of Britain.

DOCUMENT B
Yesterday, December 7, 1941—a date which will live in infamy—the United States of
America was suddenly and deliberately attacked by naval and air forces of the Empire of Japan….
Japan has, therefore, undertaken a surprise offensive extending throughout the Pacific area. The
facts of yesterday and today speak for themselves. The people of the United States have already
formed their opinions and well understand the implications to the very life and safety of our
nation.
SOURCE: Franklin D. Roosevelt, December 7th, 1941. Roosevelt was the President of the
United States upon the Japanese invasion of U.S. military base, Pearl Harbor.
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DOCUMENT SET #2

DOCUMENT A:
“Father repeated in his letter that I must fight to the death as an
honorable warrior. I will fight to the last, always for the emperor. I
will show them that we will fight to death…..‘Pray for cherished glory,’
my aged father wrote on April 12: "Even though your soul should
remain in the South Sea Islands, follow Japan’s mandate of Heaven,
even to death."
SOURCE: Toshihiro Oura, 1943. Oura was a platoon leader in the
Imperial Japanese Army's 15th Antiaircraft Field Defense Unit.

DOCUMENT B:
“Do not be beguiled by popular opinions, do not get involved in
political activities, but singularly devote yourself to your most
important obligation of loyalty to the emperor, and realize that the
obligation is heavier than the mountains but death is lighter than a
feather.”
SOURCE: The Imperial Japanese Rescript to Soldiers, 1882. This
rescript was demanded to be read & committed to memory on a
daily basis for Japanese soldiers registered to the imperial military in
World War II.
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DOCUMENT C:
“We knew all the regulations by heart.
What's death to us? We are above even death.
We have been laid out in ranks in our graves
And we are fighting for our order.
Let them not think that the dead cannot hear
When their Soviet descendants speak of them.”
SOURCE: Nikolai Maiorov, 1944. Maiorov was a Soviet soldier who served on the frontlines of
battle during World War II.

DOCUMENT D:
The change in me from a “home” soldier to a frontline soldier was so sudden that I hardly
noticed the transition. From the very first shot on, the choice was a simple one: It’s either the
enemy or Germany! That’s been my motto from the start; you simply can’t afford to think in war.
Contemplation could cause your death. On the contrary, you must take aim at the enemy, keep
your finger on the trigger and come hell or high water, you must keep self-preservation uppermost
in your mind….Everyone, even the last doubter, knows today that the battle against these
subhuman Russians, who’ve been whipped into a frenzy by the Jews, was not only necessary but
came in the nick of time….
…Our Fuhrer has saved Europe from certain chaos. And so we move on to the final battle and
victory whatever the cost may be.
SOURCE: Karl Fuchs, 1941. Fuchs was a German soldier who wrote frequent letters home. His
letters also express the ideas of many of his generation serving in the Wehrmacht, a generation
whose entire formative years had been entirely spent under the Nazi regime and its all pervasive
propaganda.
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DOCUMENT SET #3

WORLD WAR II POSTER FROM NAZI GERMANY, 1937, DEPICTING
THE SOVIET UNION AS A DEMON-LIKE PERSECUTOR RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE BURNING OF THE GERMAN REICHSTAG.
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DOCUMENT SET #3

WORLD WAR II POSTER DEPICTING GERMANY & JAPAN AS A
TWO-HEADED MONSTER - 1942
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DOCUMENT SET #3

DESTROY THE GERMAN BEAST!” A POSTER IN LENINGRAD, SOVIET
UNION - DECEMBER 1941
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DOCUMENT SET #3

AMERICAN WORLD WAR II PROPAGANDA POSTER DEPICTING
THE JAPANESE AS RATS
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DOCUMENT SET #3
POSTER #1

POSTER #2

In POSTER #1, a demonic figure with skulls around its neck wears the
visage of U..S. President Roosevelt. Similarly in POSTER #2, President
Roosevelt is shown with the hands and feet of a monster with a single
horn protruding from his head. He sits atop the "Grieving Statue of
Liberty," the title of the picture. She grieves because in the President's
one hand, he waives the banner of democracy while in the other he
tenaciously grips the stick of dictatorship. Hanging from the crown of
the statue is a striking worker, and a lackadaisical Navy sailor drawn like
another monster taking advantage of women.
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PART VI: HOMEWORK
DIRECTIONS: Using the provided documents, write a well-supported claim in response to the
following question:
WHY & HOW WERE SOLDIERS KILLED ON SUCH A MASSIVE SCALE IN WWII?
WHY:
ACCORDING TO DOCUMENT SET #1:

ACCORDING TO DOCUMENT SET #2:

HOW:
ACCORDING TO DOCUMENT SET #3

